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Welcome to the Spring Edition of our 
newsletter.  Spring ushers new life, a new 
season, and for most of us a new beginning.  In 
the context of our country, South Africa joined the 
club that regulates personal information through the 
POPI Act – a new beginning for consumer protection in the 
country. The country is preparing the ground to implement a 
new way of regulating personal information.

Protecting consumers from unscrupulous business practices is a 
challenging mission even without the overlay of a global pandemic. But as the 
past months have demonstrated, opportunists view every breaking news story 
about unprecedented events such as hard lockdowns and looting of businesses as an 
opportunity for consumer exploitation. 

The National Consumer Commission (NCC) together with other industry regulators of 
Consumer protection have responded to the crisis swiftly.  Recently, the Commission responded 
to media queries (television and radio) concerning Covid-19 vaccine incentives offered by some 
retailers.  The Commission also tapped on other platforms to relay messages to consumers.  This 
included virtual meetings (webinars), placement of consumer alerts on the NCC website, use of 
animated videos to educate consumers about their consumer rights.

In this issue, you will read about the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA), which came 
into full effect on 1 July 2021, online shopping, and the dark patterns associated with it.  You will also 
read about the Commission’s successes in the National Consumer Tribunal (NCT).

As we navigate the uncharted path ahead, stay connected and get our latest newsletter on our 
website www.thencc.org.za 

We hope to bring you the next edition of our newsletter in December 2021. Until then, please 
take care and stay safe.
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2020/21 fi nancial year was a challenging one, 
in many ways. COVID-19 demonstrated the 

need for consumer protection bodies to adjust to 
changes imposed by the virus and fi nd innovative 
ways of protecting consumers. Having said that, 
the Commission has managed to achieve all seven 
annual performance targets set in the beginning 
of the fi nancial year. We further obtained an 
unqualifi ed audit for 2020/21. I can only attribute 
this achievement to the team I work with. 

The Commission continues to refer and argue 
matters at the National Consumer Tribunal. We 
continue to receive judgments in our favour. These 
judgements should deter suppliers fl outing the 
CPA and its Regulations. The latest judgement  was 
a matter between the NCC and an Intermediary 
called  Cape Town Boats (PTY) Ltd. By law, 
Intermediaries are required to disclose prescribed 
information to any person whom they solicit or 
agree to represent with respect to the sale of any 
property or service. 

Online shopping is a reality as consumers prefer 
to transact online due to the pandemic and it 
still poses a threat to consumers as some of 
these “retailers” are scams masquerading as legit 

suppliers. To ensure consumer’s safety when 
transacting online, our consumer education 
initiatives need to be heightened. Consumers 
continue to complain about non-delivery of goods 
purchased online. In most cases, our investigations 
revealed that consumers are dealing with scamers 
and these are untraceable. These scammers are 
advertising trendy and branded clothes, shoes, 
sneakers, home appliances and cell-phones at a 
discounted price. 

The Commission is noticing a sharp increase of 
complaints against mobile telecommunication 
companies. Complaints range from fraudulent 
contracts, excessive billing, cancellation of 
contracts after the expiry date and contract 
upgrade challenges. The Commission is assessing 
these complaints and where we see that there 
are some inconsistencies with the CPA, we will 
defi nitely investigate.  In a case where we fi nd that 
the supplier has contravened certain provisions of 
the Act, we will refer the matter to the Tribunal 
for prosecution.  

Let me take this opportunity to remind both 
consumers and suppliers that Regulations 350 
as gazetted by Government are still in force. The 

Regulations were gazetted to protect consumer 
against unfair, unreasonable and unjust pricing. 
It is imperative for  consumers to know and 
understand their rights so that they can continue 
to challenge suppliers who want to exploit the 
COVID-19 pandemic and other social ills. These 
Regulations ensure transparency and make 
it diffi cult for suppliers to hide behind unfair 
business tactics. 
The ‘silly’ season is approaching; this means 
consumers need to be extra cautious when 
transacting with suppliers. During this season, 
scammers are also looking at new ways of 
making money.  Pyramid schemes and other 
related schemes are on the rise in the country. 
Consumers continue to be part of these 
schemes that promise high returns over a short 
period of time and lose their hard earned money. 
While in most cases we get to know about these 
schemes when someone has already lost their 
money, working with other law enforcement 
agencies, we are tightening our efforts to curb 
these schemes. We will ensure that those caught 
promoting, joining or recruiting others to join 
these are prosecuted. 

As the country is offi cially on adjusted alert Level 
1, this gives hope to the country’s economy as 
many industries are allowed to extend their 
operating hours. This also means that more 
people will be going back to their preferred or 
traditional means of transacting; which is going 
in store. We all need to do our best to protect 
ourselves, our loved ones and fellow shoppers 
by observing non-pharmaceutical interventions 
and adhering to protocols. Let us all remember 
to sanitize our hands, avoid crowded places and 
wear masks all the time. 
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On the 31st August 2021 Presiding Tribunal 
Members, Prof. Kasturi Moodaliyar, Ms. Diane 
Terblance, and  Mr. Fungai Sibanda of the NCT ruled 
in favour of the National Consumer Commission 
(NCC) who had applied on behalf of a consumer 
in terms of section 73(2)(b) CPA in an unopposed 
virtual hearing late in August this year.
According to the Consumer Protection Act 
(CPA), the NCC “may refer a matter to the NCT 
provided that it has concluded an investigation 
into a complaint.” The CPA further states that 
the “Commission may also (if the Commission 
believes that a person has engaged in prohibited 
conduct) make a referral to the Tribunal.”

This matter dates back to July 2018, when a 
Consumer took his vehicle, a VW Polo, to Brilliant 
Autoworx for repairs after it was involved in an 
accident. The repair shop agreed to repair the 
vehicle at the cost of R44 777 (forty-four thousand, 
seven hundred and seventy-seven Rand). 

Accordingly,  the Consumer paid R24 000 (twenty-
four thousand Rands) to the repair shop as an 

initial payment on the 18th of July 
2018. The Consumer further made 
another payment of R5000 (fi ve 
thousand Rands) and subsequently 
R15 000 (fi fteen thousand Rands) 
to the same service provider on 20 
July 2018. The last payment of R777 

(seven hundred and seventy Rand) 
was made to the service provider on 

30 July 2018 which concluded the payment 
for the total amount quoted for the work to 
be rendered by the service provider to repair 
the vehicle. Although there was no specifi ed 
date upon which to repair the vehicle, a 
period of two and a half years had elapsed, 
and the service provider did not repair the 
Consumer’s vehicle. The Consumer enquired 
from the service provider but did not receive 
a response.

This prompted the Consumer to act.  The 
Consumer fi led his complaint with the 
Motor Industry Ombudsman of South Africa 
(MIOSA), who investigated the matter. The 
service provider committed to MIOSA that 
it would repair the vehicle no later than 28 
July 2019. However, the vehicle was still not 
repaired, despite the Consumer paying for the 
repairs. 

The Consumer thereafter approached the 
NCC for assistance on 9 September 2019. 
An investigator for the Commission, Mr. 
Shumani Mudau, contacted the service 
provider to inform them that this matter 
was under investigation. The service provider 
refused to engage with the investigator and 
said: “that their attorneys would handle this 
matter.” The Commission did not receive any 
correspondence from the service provider’s 
attorneys.

Until the hearing, the Consumer had been 
paying for a vehicle that he had not been able 
to use, as the service provider had failed to 
repair the vehicle and return it to him.

After investigating the Consumer’s complaint 
the Commission applied to the Tribunal on 25 
June 2021, alleging that the service provider 
had contravened sections of the CPA, “by 
failing to perform the services within a 

reasonable time after the conclusion of the 
agreement and the failure to perform and 
complete the service in a timely manner as 
per Section 54(1)(a) of the CPA.”

The NCT held a virtual hearing on 31 
August 2021 and found that the service 
provider was in “contravention of sections 
19(2)(a)(i) and 54(1)(a) of the Consumer 
Protection Act which constitute prohibited 
conduct.”  As a result, the Tribunal ordered: 
“to refund the Consumer the amount 
of R44 777 (forty-four thousand, seven 
hundred and seventy-seven Rand) for failing 
to repair the Consumer’s vehicle to be paid 
within ten days of the date of the judgment.”
The Tribunal further “ordered the supplier 
to pay the Consumer the interest accrued 
on the abovementioned debt in the amount 
of R13 168,39 (thirteen thousand, one 
hundred and sixty-eight Rand and thirty-
nine cents) for the accrued debt, to be paid 
within ten days of the date of the judgment.”  
Furthermore, the service provider was 
ordered to pay the Consumer for the cost 
incurred by the Consumer to hire a vehicle, 
being R 13 879, 12 (thirteen thousand, eight 
hundred and seventy-nine Rand and twelve 
cents), to be paid within ten days of the date 
of the judgment.”

The Service provider was also “ordered 
to return the Consumer’s vehicle within 
ten days of the judgment;” and lastly, the 
service provider was “ordered to pay an 
administrative fi ne of R 50 000.00 (fi fty 
thousand Rands), into the National Revenue 
Fund within 30 days of the date of the 
judgment.” 

Commenting after the judging above, Mr. 
Jabulani Mbeje, Head of Legal Division at 
the NCC said, “Consumers should be able 
to trust their service providers to honour 
their obligations, especially when they 
have received full payment for work they 
quoted.”
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Consumer payment  methods/ modes are 
changing, therefore businesses are investing in 
digital technology to enable them. As businesses 
struggle to keep up with global payment 
opportunities, real-time payment chalenges, and 
rising cybercrime risk and competition has never 
been fi ercer.  

The coronavirus pandemic has had a direct 
impact on how consumers transact. Consumers 
recognized the necessity to make purchases and 
payments using digital devices, with embedded 
experiences and one-touch interaction. The shift 
to digital transactions impacted not only the 
businesses locally, but businesses internationally.  
These changes tested the maturity of the payment 
gateways of every business.  Most businesses, big 
and small, were unprepared for the expectations 
of the consumers who wanted payments that 
were simple, fast, safe, and embedded.  

The combination of factors such as consumer 
expectations, back-offi ce operations, technology-
driven opportunities, and the increase in non-
traditional competitors, exposed many of the 
businesses to the realization that their payments 
infrastructure was not equipped for the future.  
All businesses must make their payments 
infrastructure more agile and responsive to present 
and future possibilities and risks. As such, fi nancial 
literacy and awareness about digital transactions 
are paramount to make the cashless economy a 
reality.  As mentioned above, digital transactions 
come with their challenges.  For example, illiterate 
people do not understand how to use digital 
transactions, even if they can use a smartphone.  As 
regulators we have to spread fi nancial literacy to 
bridge the gap.  Financial awareness is a continuous 
process that keep evolving.  We can learn from 
other countries where a cashless economy is 
functional.  However, we must be mindful of the 
law regulating electronic transactions.

Cyberlaw, IT law, and Digital Media Legislation are 
some of the names used to describe electronic 
transaction law. Its essence is that it is a body of 
law that governs business and non-commercial 
transactions, including e-government services, 
that are completed entirely or partially through 

electronic communications.  Contract law, 
privacy law, delict law, tax law, intellectual 
property law, criminal law, consumer 
protection law, private international law, 
and administrative law are all applicable to 
electronic transactions in South Africa. 

However, consumers are being cautioned to 
be vigilant as the number of cases of digital 
transaction fraud rises.  According to SA 
Banking Risk Information Centre (Sabric), 
digital banking fraud surged by 20% in South 
Africa in the previous years.

Phishing scams, in which fraudsters try 
to convince you to divulge your fi nancial 
information using bogus e-mails, SMSs, or 
websites, are typical cyber-crime strategies.  
As a result, Sabric has issued the following tips 
to prevent fraud:-

Protect your personal information, such 
as your identity document, driver’s license, 
passport, address, and contact details, and 
share these on a need-to-know basis only.
Never share your confi dential information, 
such as usernames, passwords, and PINs 
with anyone.
Review your account statements regularly 
and query disputed transactions with your 
bank immediately.
Make sure any online shopping is done on 
a secure website.
Register for 3D Secure.
Implement dual authentication for all 
accounts and products, especially fi nancial 
services products.
Do not send e-mails that quote your card 
number and expiry date.
Register for SMS notifi cations to alert you 
when products and accounts are accessed.
Conduct regular credit checks to verify 
whether someone has applied for credit 
using your personal information and if so, 
advise the credit granter immediately.
Investigate and register for credit-related 
alerts offered by credit bureaus.

Do not click on links or icons in unsolicited 
e-mails.
Do not reply to unsolicited emails delete 
these e-mails immediately.
Do not blindly accept the content of 
unsolicited e-mails. Contact your bank 
independently to verify any information or 
requests sent to you.
Type in the URL (uniform resource locator or 
domain names) for your bank in the internet 
browser if you need to access your bank’s 
webpage.
Check that you are on the real site before 
using any personal information.
If you think you might have been compromised, 
contact your bank immediately.
Create complicated passwords that are not 
easy to decipher, and change them often.

Tips to prevent phishing

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The recent rulling by the  National Consumer 
Tribunal (NCT) that Cape Town Boats (PTY) 
Ltd has contravened the provisions of the 
Consumer Protection Act (CPA, is a reminder 
to intermediaries to respect the law. The Tribunal 
ruled that this supplier has contravened section 
21 read with Regulation 9 of the CPA by failing 
to disclose prescribed information to any person 
whom they solicits or agrees to represent with 
respect to the sale of any property or service.

The National Consumer Commission (NCC) 
refered this matter to the Tribunal after its 
investigation concluded that Cape Town Boats 
(PTY) contravened Setion 27(1) of the CPA. The 
Tribunal found that Cape Town Boats (PTY) Ltd 
failed to disclose to a consumer that they are an 
Intermediary as required by the CPA. 

representing another person with respect 
to the actual or potential supply of goods or 
service;
accepting possession of any goods or other 
property from a person for the purpose of 
offering the property for sale; or
offering to sell to a consumer, soliciting offers 
for or selling to a consumer any goods or 
property that belongs to a third person.

An Intermerdiary is a person who, in the ordinary 
course of business and for remuneration or gain, 
engages in the business of:

•

•

•

The Tribunal rulled that Cape Town Boats (PTY) 
Ltd failed to disclose to the consumer that they 
are an Intermediary. The supplier also failed to 
disclose the fee payble to them for services 
provided. 

The NCT found Cape Town Boats (PTY) Ltd 
have contravened the Section 27 (1) (a) (ii) and 
Regulation 9 (2) (j) of the CPA. The supplier 
was ordered to pay the consumer an amount 
equal to the amount of commission received 
(R6,213.50). The Tribunal also ordered Cape 
Town Boats (PTY) Ltd to desist from engaging in 
prohibed conduct. 
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What is cybercrime?

Why do we need cybercrime act?

Who is affected by it?

Cybercrime can be defi ned as unauthorised access, interception, interference, 
modifi cation of data, including destruction of data, unauthorised impairment 
of electronic communications, including denial of service attacks, and the 
creation and distribution of malicious software (for example, malware, 
viruses, ransomware), as well as malicious communications.

Cybercrime is on the increase and the Cybercrimes Act aims to keep 
people safe from criminals, terrorists and other nefarious acts. It also 
consolidates cybercrime laws into one place. Essentially, it aims to combat 
cybercrime and improve the security of the country.

The practical impact of the Cybercrimes on all organisations and individuals 
is signifi cant and unfortunately mostly negative. It impacts all of us who 
process data or use a computer. 

President Cyril Ramaphosa has just signed the Cybercrimes Act which seeks to bring South Africa’s cybersecurity laws in line with the rest 
of the world. This Act of Parliament creates offences for and criminalises, amongst others, the disclosure of data messages which are harmful. 
Examples of such data messages include:

•    those which incite violence or damage to property;
•    those which threaten persons with violence or damage to property; and
•    those which contain an intimate image.
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It must be noted that this creates a broad ambit for the application of the Cybercrimes Act which defi nes “data” as electronic representations 
of information in any form. What is interesting is that the Act does not defi ne “cybercrime” but rather creates a number of offences such 
as those mentioned above.

There is no doubt that the Cybercrimes Act will be of particular importance to electronic communications service providers and fi nancial 
institutes as it imposes obligations upon them to assist in the investigation of cybercrimes; for example by furnishing a court with certain 
particulars which may involve the handing over of data or even hardware on application. There is also a reporting duty on electronic 
communications service providers and fi nancial institutions to report, without undue delay and where feasible, cyber offences within 72 
hours of becoming aware of them. 

Failure by an electronic communications service providers and fi nancial institutions to report, cyber offences within 72 hours of 
becoming aware of them may lead to the imposition of a fi ne not exceeding R50 000.

Another penalty consists of a fi ne, imprisonment, or both. If you are convicted of a cybercrime, you could spend between one year to 
fi fteen years in prison, depending on the cybercrime. The Cybercrimes Act gives the courts jurisdiction to try these offences in some 
cases where there is uncertainty.

One of the conditions for lawful processing in terms of POPIA is security safeguards which prescribes that the integrity and 
confi dentiality of personal information must be secured by a person in control of that information. This is prescribed by POPIA in 
order to prevent loss, damage or unauthorised access to or destruction of personal information. 

POPIA also creates a reporting duty on persons responsible for processing personal information whereby they must report any 
unlawful access to personal information (data breach) to the Information Regulator within a reasonable period of time.

Penalties for non-compliance with the Act
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

This Act will have a great impact on businesses considering its overlap with the Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 2013 (POPIA), 
amongst other regulatory codes and pieces of legislation. POPIA, which deals with personal information, aims to give effect to the right to 
privacy by protecting persons against the unlawful processing of personal information. 

In light of the above, companies should be cognisant of their practices especially in dealing with data or information. 

Apart from the possibility of civil and criminal actions being initiated against them, if they fail to report cyber security incidents to the 
central authority, they would be liable for action. Even though they will be victims of cybercrimes this will not help them wriggle out of 
this requirement.

Important Steps that Cyber Crime victims must take
Disconnect and Detach. In case of an ongoing attack on your computer or IT infrastructure, your fi rst step should be to disconnect 
the device from the Internet as this is the most effective way to prevent further loss of data;
Take Legal Action;
Inform your Contacts;
Take steps that will prevent the same in the Future.

Other offences include:

•    hacking,
•    unlawful interception of data,
•    ransomware,
•    cyber forgery and uttering, 
•    cyber extortion,
•    Incitement to commit violence,
•    Threats of violence, 
•    Disclosure of Intimate image; and/or
•    Attempting, conspiring,  aiding,  abetting, inducing, indicting, instigating, 
     instructing, commanding or procuring to commit any of the above
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Data privacy laws have been adopted in almost every country to regulate how information is gathered, how data subjects are notifi ed, and what control 
must a data subject has over her information once it has been shared.  Failure to adhere to applicable data privacy laws could result in fi nes or jail 
term, since the Protection of Personal Information Act came into full effect on the 1st of July 2021 in South Africa. Under POPIA, businesses must 
take precautions to preserve the privacy of their customers’ data.  They also need to comply with the POPI Act which is regulated by the Information 
Regulator.

Some businesses are grappling with understanding how to comply with the Act, especially when there are laws in place to protect consumers, such as 
the Promotion of Access to Information Act (PAIA) and Consumer Protection Act (CPA).  Whilst the mentioned Acts may be seen to be similar, they are 
distinct and separate pieces of legislation, with subtle differences that need serious consideration for the purposes of compliance.  

The Acts referred to above can be thought of as “information laws,” and they are complementary in protecting consumers.  On the one hand, PAIA 
pertains to “right of access to information that is in possession of someone”.  POPIA, on the other hand, is about protecting personal information from 
being used for unlawful processing.  While the CPA is about protecting consumer rights including the right to information.  These laws shouldn’t be seen 
as competing, rather, all are there to help ensure that information is managed correctly and that the consumers are protected.

More to know about POPIA

POPIA is South Africa’s data protection law.  Its main goal is to keep individuals safe by safeguarding their personal information. It is designed to safeguard 
South Africans from cybercrime, unlawful processing of information, identity theft, and other forms of theft, as well as to protect their privacy, which is 
a fundamental human right.

Enforcement of POPIA

POPIA imposes various obligations on businesses operating within South Africa, in terms of managing and processing personal data both within and 
outside the country’s boundaries.  If the Information Regulator fi nds a person in violation of the Act, such person may face the following penalties:
•      A fi ne of R1 million to R10 million or one to ten years term of imprisonment .
•     Paying data subjects compensation for the harm they have suffered.

What Businesses need to do to comply with POPIA

It is therefore critical for businesses to ensure that their data privacy compliance programmes are tailored to meet POPIA standards.  For example, 
the use of informed consent and the opt out registers.  Lastly, the Promotion of Access to Information Act, which is a sister act to POPIA, requires all 
businesses operating in South Africa to have an Information Manual, that will guide the public as to how they can obtain information from such business 
entity. It also guides business entities to know which information can be provided upon request and which information cannot be provided.
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The onset of COVID-19 in the country has not only brought about lockdowns, loss of jobs but unfortunately loss of life at unprecedented 
levels. This has affected a lot of families negatively as some of them had not prepared fi nancially for expenses that go with burial of loved 
ones. However, even the families that have prepared for such an eventuality often found themselves in a latch because of unscrupulous funeral 
undertakers who do not deliver services according to the contract terms that were agreed to. They take insurance monies from consumers 
and disappear without honouring the promise of a claim. 

What the NCC has noticed through enquiries made by consumers about lack of or poor service is that funeral undertakers are taking 
advantage of dire need brought by the COVID-19. For them it is time to cash up and take advantage of the most vulnerable at a time that one 
would expect compassion and professionalism to their craft. Some families found themselves burying wrong people as they were not allowed 
to view their loved ones’ bodies before burial.

In terms of the Consumer Protection Act service providers including funeral undertakers have a fi duciary duty to treat the monies that have 
been paid by consumers as not their own until the service that has been agreed upon between the service provider and a consumer has been 
delivered.  

Funeral insurance may be described as an undertaking by one party, the insurer, to another, the policyholder, to provide, in consideration of 
predetermined contributions usually payable at predetermined regular intervals, a funeral service or a cash benefi t or a combination of both, 
on the death of the life assured, in respect of whom the policyholder has an insurable interest, regardless of the aggregate of contributions the 
insurer may have received in respect thereof at the time of the death of the life assured.

However, when taking up a funeral insurance most often, there is a waiting period of 6 months before a claim maybe lodged, but in the event 
that the policy holder dies due to an accident, the waiting period normally does not apply. 

Insurance policies are governed by either the Short Term Insurance Act or the Long Term Insurance Act 88 of 1996. Long-term insurance 
provides you with an income when you can no longer earn an income like when you retire, or if you are permanently disabled or pass away. 
Examples of long-term insurance include funeral covers:

A funeral cover is a helpful tool for loved ones paying for a departed family member or friend’s funeral, memorial service, headstone, urn, and 
other fi nal expenses.
It is essentially a life insurance policy, but with a much smaller benefi t amount than traditional life insurance. It is usually purchased to cover fi nal 
arrangements after the insured has passed away. 
The cover can be extended for immediate and extended family. 
You pay a monthly premium, and you may receive a lump sum or a benefi t that could be in the form of a funeral. As the policyholder, you can ask 
for the benefi ts to be paid in cash rather than as a funeral

•

•

•

•

Funeral cover.

Because of Covid19 it has been observed that high premium increases on funeral policies are charged by most funeral providers  “throughout the 
industry”.

Some insurers have allegedly increased premiums more than once in a 12-month period. Usually, insurers review their clients’ policies once a year, on 
the day the person initially bought the cover. It is wise that consumers should shop around before they commit to taking any insurance policy. 
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Coca-Cola Beverages of South Africa has issued a recall of some batches of Appetiser to 

be returned to the store or retailers for a refund. This call has been reiterated by the 

Acting Commissioner of the National Consumer Commission, Ms Thezi Mabuza who urges 

consumers to heed the recall and return the affected products to retailers. According to 

the recall notice Coca-Cola SA reveals that their quality check routine, including laboratory 

testing revealed that the below mentioned batches contain toxins that were outside the 

acceptable standard. Ms Thezi Mabuza says, according to Coca-Cola SA “the recall of 37 362 

cases distributed nationwide is as a result of the presence of mycotoxin (patulin) exceeding 

50ug/l in some of the batches at levels above permitted tolerance for fungus-produced 

toxins in foodstuffs”.

The affected products are six batches with the following description: 

•    Appletiser 1250ml pet - best before 07 Nov 21;

•    Appletiser 750ml non-returnable glass – best before 30 May 22;

•    Appletiser 275 ml non-returnable glass – best before 10 June 22; 

•    Appletiser slend 330ml can – best before 18 May 22;

•    Appletiser slend 330ml can – best before 19 May 22;

•    Appletiser slend 330ml can – best before 23 May 22

The risk of consuming mycotoxin (patulin) exceeding (50ug/l) may lead to vomiting, nausea 

and gastrointestinal symptoms. Consumers who bought these products from Makro, Pick 

and Pay, Boxer OK foods, Spar, Shoprite and Checkers, Game and Ultra Liquors are urged 

to verify the best before date, and if they form part of the recall they should immediately 

return the products to any retail sore for an exchange or replacement. 

The consumer’s rights to fair value, good quality and safety is emphasised in the Consumer 

Protection Act. It is in this spirit that the Commission is monitoring the recall in line with its 

Recall Guidelines. The Acting Commissioner urges suppliers and manufacturers to prioritise 

the safety of consumers at all times. 
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